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sayings and norms, collectively called the Sunnah. Muslims regard the Qur‘an as the ultimate 
closure in a series of revelations to humankind from God, and the Sunnah as the historical 
projection of a divinely inspired and guided human life in the person of the Prophet 
Muhammad, who is also believed to be the last in a series of messengers from God. 

Foundational Sources of Islamic Belief 

The late Fazlur Rahman, noted University of Chicago scholar of Islamic thought and 
modernist Muslim thinker, argued that in its initial phase Islam was moved by a deep rational 
and moral concern for reforming society, and that this moral intentiona lity was conceived in 
ways that encouraged a deep commitment to reasoning and rational discourse. Like other 
religous traditions, and particularly Christianity and Judaism, Islam, in answering the question 
'What ought or ought not to be done?' thus had a clearly defined sense of the sources of moral 
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knowledge capable of being described linguistically and thereby codified, a capacity not 
accessible to angels, who are seen as one-dimensional beings. This creative capacity carries 
with it, however, an obligation not to exceed set limits. Satan in the Qur‘an exemplifies 
excess, since he disobeys God's command to honour and bow before Adam, thus denying his 
own innate nature and limits. In time, Adam too fails to live within the limits set by God, 
loses his honourable status, which he will have to recover subsequently by struggling with 
and overcoming his propensities on earth, the arena that allows for choice and action. 
Ultimately he does recover his former status, attesting to the capacity to return to the right 
course of action through rational understanding of his failure and by transcending the urge to 
set aside that rationality and test the limits set by divine command. Adam's story therefore 
reflects all of the potential for good and evil that is already built into the human condition and 
the unfolding saga of human response to a continuous divine revelation in history. It 
exemplifies the ongoing struggle within humanity to discover the mean that allows for 
balanced action and submission to the divine criterion. It is in that sense that the word Islam 
stands for the original revelation, requiring submission to achieve equilibrium, and that a 
muslim is one who seeks through action to attain that equilibrium in personal life as well as 
society. 

What is Taqwa?  

The human quality that encompasses the concept of the ideal ethical value in the Qur‘an is 
summed up in the term taqwa, which in its various forms occurs over two hundred times in 
the text. It represents, on the one hand, the moral grounding that underlies human action, 
while on the other, it signifies the ethical conscience which makes human beings aware of 
their responsibilities to God and society. Applied to the wider social context taqwa  becomes 
the universal, ethical mark of a truly moral community: 

"O humankind! We have created you out of male and female and constituted you into 
different groups and societies, so that you may come to know each other - the noblest of you, 
in the sight of God, are the ones possessing taqwa." (49: 11-13) 

More specifically, when addressing the first Muslims, the Qur‘an refers to them as 'a 
community of the middle way, witnesses to humankind, just as the Messenger (i.e. 
Muhammad) is a witness for you' (2: 132). 

Islam as a way of life 

The Muslim ummah
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contexts. It is in this sense that the idea that Islam embodies a total way of life can best be 
understood. 

An illustration of one aspect of such a vision is the Qur‘an's emphasis on the ethics of 
redressing injustice in economic and social life. For instance, individuals are urged to spend 
of their wealth and substance on: 

1. family and relatives  

2. orphans  

3. the poor  

4. the travelling homeless  

5. the needy  

6. freeing of the enslaved.  

Such acts define a Muslim's responsibility to develop a social conscience and to share 
individual
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Christianity. The second 'beginning' was influenced in part by the translation into Arabic and 
study of works of ancient philosophy, medicine and the sciences (to a lesser extent including 
those of ancient Iran and India). The moral discussions and intellectual forces that emerged 
from the juxtaposition and integration of these into fresh beginnings, facilitated to a certain 
extent by the presence of Jewish and Christian scholars, stimulated a concern for how moral 
and religious perspectives could be reconciled with intellectual modes of inquiry. 

The emergence of an intellectual tradition of inquiry based on the application of rational tools 
as a way of understanding Qur‘anic injunctions led to the use among Muslims of a formal 
discipline devoted to the study of kalam, literally speech i.e. the word of God. The goals of 
this discipline were theological, in the sense that the application of reason was to make 
comprehensible and justify the word of God. The discussions involved Muslims in the 
elaboration and definition of certain ethical concerns, namely: 
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Some of these categories have received attention in several Muslim countries in recent times, 
where traditional juristic procedures have been reinstated, but there is a great deal of 
divergence in the Muslim world about the necessity and applicability of some of these 
procedures. Where applied, such punishment is meted out through Shari'a courts and rendered 
by appointed Muslim judges. Jurists or legal experts also function as interpreters of the 
Shari'a 
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of justice. This implies that the Prophet goes beyond the philosopher and the virtuous ruler, 
who possess the capacity for intellectual development and practical morality, respectively. 
The establishment of justice is, in Ibn Sina's view, the basis for all human good. The 
combination of philosophy and religion encompasses harmonious living in both this world 
and in the hereafter. 

Ibn Rushd (d. 1198) was faced with the daunting task for a Muslim philosopher of defending 
philosophy against attacks, the most well-known being by the great Sunni Muslim theologian 
Al-Ghazali (d. 1111). The latter, through a work entitled The Incoherence of the 
Philosophers, had sought to represent philosophers as self-contradictory, anti-scriptural and in 
some cases as affirming heretical beliefs. Ibn Rushd's defence was based on his contention 
that the Qur‘an enjoined the use of reflection and reason and that the study of philosophy 
complemented traditionalist approaches to Islam. He asserted that philosophy and Islam had 
common goals, but arrived at them differently. There is thus a basic identity of interest 
between Muslims who adopt philosophical frames of inquiry and those who affirm juridical 
ones. 

In summary, the various Muslim philosophers in their extension and occasional revision of 
earlier classical notions linked ethics to theoretical knowledge, which was to be acquired by 
rational means. Since human beings were rational, the virtues and qualities that they 
embraced and practised were seen as furthering the ultimate goal of individuals and the 
community. This goal was the attainment of happiness. 

 
Shi‘a and Sufi perspectives 
 
Among the Shi'a, who differed from the Sunni group in attributing legitimate authority after 
the Prophet Muhammad's death to his cousin and son-in-law 'Ali, and subsequently to his 
designated descendants, known as Imams, there developed the notion of rationality under the 
guiding instruction of the Imam. The Imam, who was believed to be divinely guided, acted in 
early Shi'a history as both custodian of the Qur‘an and the Prophet's teaching, and interpreter 
and guide for the elaboration and systematisation of the Qur‘anic vision for the individual as 
well as society. Shi'ism, like the early theological and philosophical schools, affirmed the use 
of rational and intellectual discourse and was committed to a synthesis and further 
development of appropriate elements present in other religions and intellectual traditions 
outside Islam. 

An example of a work on ethics by a Shi'a writer is the well-known Nasirian Ethics by Nasir 
al-din Tusi (d. 275). Developing further the philosophical approaches already present among 
Muslims and linking them to Shi'a conceptions of guidance. Tusi draws attention to the need 
for ethical enactments to be based on superiority of knowledge and preponderance of 
discrimination, i.e. by a person 'who is distinguished from others by divine support, so that he 
may be able to accomplish their perfection' (Tusi, 1964, pp. 191-2). Wilferd Madelung has 
tried to show that Tusi blended into his ethical work elements of Neo-Platonic as well as Shi'a 
Ismaili and Twelver Shi'a philosophical and moral perspectives. 
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The Twelver Shi'a are so-called because of their belief that the twelfth in the line of Imams 
they recognised had withdrawn from the world, to reappear physically only at the end of time 
to restore true justice. In the meantime, during his absence, the community was guided by 
trained scholars called mujtahids who interpreted for individual believers right and wrong in 
all matters of personal and religious life. In the Twelver Shi'a tradition therefore, such 
individuals, called mullahs in popular parlance, play a significant role as moral models and, as 
in recent times in Iran, have assumed a major role in the political life of the state, seeking to 
shape it in line with their view of a Muslim polity. 

Among Ismaili groups that give allegiance to a living Imam, the Imam's presence is 
considered necessary to contextualise Islam in changing times and circumstances and his 
teachings and interpretation continue to guid
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